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September 21 Treasure Hunt in LW. Postponed until 2012 (lighter nights)
September 28 Video evening. PNG DVD, RSGB Video.
October 5

Committee meeting at Stafford Park. (LWVH HQ closed.)

October 12

DIY Antenna Measurements. Bring along your antenna widget too !

October 19

Members’ Winter Projects - ideas into reality night

October 26

‘Highlights of the Year’ with Curry & Rice !

November 2

Comm. Meeting & G3ZME On the Air Night. LWVH

November 9

‘Visiting eastern Europe’ by Don M0FHM

November 16 Quiz Night Special with G8UGL as M/C
November 23 Surplus Sale with Jim G8UGL holding the gavel
November 30 Winter Projects. Progress evening. Any help needed ?
December 7

Committee meeting at Stafford Park. LW Village Hall closed

December 14 Christmas Dinner £16.50 at The Duck at Allscott. Bookings form shortly
December 21 Mulled Wine and Mince Pie Social evening (LWVH)
December 28 Informal Night—OTA and ragchewing
January 1 (Sunday) 9am net—on 144.600 MHz, 3657 KHz and ‘TF all monitored for
‘
signs of life........
For Amateur Radio Exam Training—enquiries to Mike G3JKX (01952 299677)
For Morse Training and Morse Proficiency Tests Martyn G3UKV or Eric M0KZB.
For Equipment Loans & Returns contact Ricky M0RKY or Simon M3SET
Radio Amateur Exams: Latest News: www.tdars.org.uk/html/trainingFoundation.html

Editorial
“VHF NFD went off well this time round.” - that was the opening sentence of my last
Editorial in August. Actually, from looking at the ‘Claimed scores’ on the VHFCC web-pages,
several Members thought that we would be third or fourth this time round, which is fine, but
not what some of us hoped for. Well today (Sept 21) the results came out on the Web-site,
and most surprisingly we regained our top position in the ’Mix & Match’ Section. I’ve done a
bit of checking from the records, and in the last 10 years, we’ve come top seven times,
and 2nd for the other three years (2007, 2008, 2010) , which is a real achievement for all
members involved. Someone must be getting tired of engraving TDARS on the RSGB G5BY
Trophy. I think it’s about time we were allowed to keep it permanently ! Another significant
statistic this year was that we had by far the lowest reduction of points by the band adjudicators—in fact less than 1% (yes, one per cent) on three bands, and only 3% on the fourth. I’ve
always aimed for less than 5% in lost points, but some years we have been nowhere near
that target. So this result is remarkable by any standards. All-in-all, a very satisfactory outcome to VHF NFD. Many thanks to everyone who got involved in any way—it was the result
of consistency, team effort, optimism, careful section strategies, high proportion of members
giving assistance and lastly, but by no means least—determination to do our best. GREEAAT!
G5BY Trophy being collected from RSGB Convention, Sunday 9th Oct.
MIV
.
.
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
Ricky, M0RKY has started up his own Amateur Radio Internet web pages, which contain
some really useful information and links.
http://sites.google.com/site/richyrude/home/tdars/downloads
In particular Ricky has a lot of information for the Foundation and Intermediate A.R. Exams,
as well as a series of the PW Data cards about Band-Plans, Smith Chart etc. One interesting
article (also passed to me by Peter M1FGN) was a .pdf called “Free Electricity from the Sky”,
which outlines how to capture natural physical phenomena and convert it to electricity that
flows down wires. However, don’t expect to run your washing machine by connecting a long
wire down the side of the Wrekin with a big earth rod sunk in the reservoir at the bottom.
Also, don’t believe you will get anywhere near 0.5 watt of energy from a radio station 14
miles away as the author claims—it’s pure bull****, and as for “Quick start fuelless generators....for boats, buses, planes etc” .......... !!! Any way, it’s a good read for a laugh a minute !
Dave’s (G4EIX) item some while ago about making a voice powered TX is a bit nearer the
mark. Have you gone into production yet, Dave, or did the neighbours complain about you
shouting CQ from a microwatts transmitter in the wee small hours ?
If there is room in this Newsletter, I will reproduce a 1969 article that claims up to 1” sparks
from static electricity produced by water drops siphoning between 3 coffee cans. Of course,
the article has to originate in the USA , although the author claims it is based on an invention
by Lord Kelvin.long ago. (Thanks Peter M1FGN for this gem .) Personally, I would
recommend that Ironbridge Power Station is kept going for a few more decades, as I only
have a limited stock of candles in the cupboard, when the dripping Kelvin experiment doesn’t
quite produce the goods: and as for wind turbines—well ..........
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
REMINDER: Paid up Members are welcome to borrow items of Club Equipment, so long as
they’re returned the following week and the usual “signing out” process is followed
strictly. That’s a privilege of TDARS Membership. If you can’t return it on time, please find
someone else who can, or don’t borrow it that week! Curator: Ricky M0RKY

QTC? News & Information
TDARS MEETINGS EVERY WEDNESDAY AT LITTLE WENLOCK VILLAGE HALL UNLESS
INDICATED OTHERWISE ON THE FRONT PAGE PROGRAMME.
ROOM BOOKED FROM 7PM - 10PM. MEETINGS USUALLY COMMENCE AT 8PM

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
Club Projects A couple of club projects emerged as front-runners at the recent September
ideas meeting. The first was a series of effective HF baluns using ferrite toroids as described
in a RadCom article a couple of years ago, and developed in an article on Ian White’s
(GM3SEK) web-site. This is quickest to view on our own TDARS web-site. To make the series
of 3 baluns for 1.8-30 MHz, eight ferrites are required (cost about £2.60 per toroid), but
members may choose to build just one or two. RG58 size coax is wound through each ferrite
with several turns to prevent the flow of common-mode currents on the feeder.
The other main project which seemed quite popular was a CTCSS tone encoder kit using a
PIC to generate the sub-audible tones. Although nearly all modern 2/70cm rigs have such encoders built in, they are not always easy to access due to over-complex rig menu (changing
CTCSS code on my /M rig whilst driving would guarantee a smash...) Also there are quite a few
ex-PMR rigs in circulation that could be upgraded. Rob (M0TOY) has already devised some
firmware that would be an add-on unit for any rig, and pressing a single
button would cycle around the 10 CTCSS tones used in Europe/UK. Alternatively a multi-way switch would serve the same purpose, but would
be a little more bulky.
It was also suggested that as in previous years, some Members may
build their own unique project (two members have simple valve receivers in mind as personal projects), and would report progress, or share
any problems, with other Members on the winter project club evenings.
During the projects –ideas meeting, Martyn 2E0CTG mentioned that he was able to gain a substantial discount (~16%) on CPC or Farnell components.

Martyn ‘CTG writes ......
“As an employee at Harper Adams, with: http://onecall.farnell.com/ which offers about 16% discount on
listed prices for most items from CPC and Farnell. If you want to take a look at what's listed, although
you only see the contract price when logged into the account, then use the link above.
“What are your thoughts on offering an ordering service, for TDARS members, for items from the above?
There is a minimum order value of £25 before VAT. So not sure how often we'd reach that sort of level,
so not sure on the frequency of orders being placed which may not help those in a rush to complete a
project or a repair?
“I'd be happy to receive the order requests, ideally through e-mail, and then process them. Placing the
order could be triggered by reaching £25 total order value and/or on a published set frequency if there is
sufficient demand? If members wanted higher value items I'd need payment up front and would
appreciate thoughts on being "underwritten" by TDARS possibly? Not that I am suggesting we'd have
members who didn't pay up but...
If not open to all members then certainly available to the Society for ordering items either for projects or
to hold to sell. “ Sounds like a very generous offer. Thanks Martyn.
Congratulations to all those candidates who passed the recent RA exams at Foundation and
Intermediate level—particularly club Members Simon M3SET—now 2E0CHV and John
Humphries—now M6....
TDARS Christmas Meal confirmed for Wed. 14 December at the usual venue—the Duck at
Allscott. Cost £16.50, just 50p up on last couple of years. Booking Form available soon.

A note has also been circulated by Richard M1RKH .... “Just to remind people we
still have CafePress going for all your Mugs, bibs, underpants and dog bowl requirements. I can recommend the 15oz mugs: (good to hear ‘RKH using Imperial—Ed)
http://www.cafepress.co.uk/+tdars+mugs
It's not cheap – but sometimes you just have to have a TDARS mug to drink coffee in.
Of course – our club supplier is the best place to go for club clothing !!! ”
Very shortly, JOTA (Scout Jamboree on the Air) takes place. So, from Simon with
his shiny new callsign 2E0CHV, comes this mail “It's that time of year when I have to
think about Jamboree on the Air!
I help to organise this annual event for 1st Ludlow Scout Group and we run the event
from Diddlebury Village Hall, here in the south of the county. Callsign GB3LSG.
The event runs on 15th and 16th October, but I will be on site on the evening of the 14th,
to ensure everything is ready for the Saturday.
I have contacted Rich M0RKY about borrowing some club equipment for this event and
we hope to have the following set up: My trusty old TS520, operating on 80 / 40 using a
doublet. Hopefully the club IC756 with a beam for 20. Possibly the club IC910? on 2
metres fm, which is really good and clear for the younger ones who have not experienced
SSB before.
I would also love to have some kind of cw activity, but this is an area where I am totally
lost, therefore any suggestions would be gratefully received!
But why am I telling you all this? I am hoping that some of you would be willing to visit
and help out at some point over the weekend. It is great fun helping the youngsters talk
to other Scouts in the UK or further afield via radio ( I find that bribery in the way of
sweets really helps to overcome microphone shyness!).
As an aside, I am currently in discussion with the powers-that-be within the local Scout
Association about the possibility of starting an Explorer Scout Unit (for 14 - 18 year old
girls and boys) in Much Wenlock. I have proposed that this could become a specialist
unit, which would focus on Amateur Radio running as an integral part of the Scouting
activities offered. This could perhaps encourage youngsters into the hobby, who may
even join TDARS in due course.
Anyway, I'm waffling as usual, if any of you have any comments or offers of help, I would
love to hear from you. “ - Simon 2E0CHV (ex M3SET)
David M0YDH has also requested assistance for the Wolverhampton North Scouts
Group JOTA. They intend to operate GB0WNS on Saturday 15th October from the
District HQ in Moathouse Lane West, in Wednesfield near Wolverhampton. The loan of a
base station HF transceiver would be helpful. Further details from QRZ.com.
CHAIRMAN: Derek Southey G0EYX
(01785 604904)
VICE-CHAIRMAN: Martyn Vincent
(01952 255416)
SECRETARY: Mike Street G3JKX
(01952 299677)
TREASURER: Jim Wakenell G8UGL
(01952 684173)
CURATOR : Ricky Brown M0RKY
(01952 411793 or 07947 351980)
NEWSLETTER EDITOR: Martyn Vincent G3UKV
(01952 255416)
PUBLICITY : Dave G0CER
(01630 638699 or 07971 416940, leave msg)
Committee: Richard M1RKH; Simon G0UFE; Eric M0KZB; Martin 2E0TRO; Rob
M0TOY; Peter 2E0ZSU; Trophies/Certs: G3UKV & M1RKH. QSL Manager David
M0EMM; Assistant Curator: Simon 2E0CHV (ex M3SET) (01588 674918)

Guernsey Mini Expedition August 19‐24 2011 by Paul M0PNN
From my very early days of shortwave listening I have often wondered what it was like to be on the
sharp end of a pile‐up, so as soon as Martyn mentioned the possibility that the club was visiting
Guernsey I was in. A quick phone call to my brother and he was more than happy to come along. ” Do
you what to come to Guernsey Dai ? ” “Oh yes” he answered.
Guernsey is the closest, rarest DXCC to the UK that`s not going to break the bank to get to though it’s
not cheap to get there. The journey there was uneventful apart from the sat nav not having the new
road layout at Weymouth.

Fast Ferry

We were met off the ferry by a very kind gentleman (David Eaton GU8ITE—Ed) who showed us the
way to the camp site at Le Coudre. Guernsey is not a big island and Coudre is considered by the locals
as the rural part of the island.

HF Antennas And Some Other Stuff

The camp site is situated at a V in the road and was a surprisingly quiet location traffic‐wise. We quickly
unpacked and the tents were up. Time to panic. Have we forgotten anything? That N plug to Pl259
adapter the Westflex 103 with N plugs on, or the adapter for the air beds? It was the air bed adapter
but don’t worry Martyn has a small compressor that runs off the car battery. Don`t run it for more than
15 minutes the instructions said. About 25 minutes later the compressor let out the magic smoke.
Martyn was standing holding the smoking compressor by the power lead “I thought you were watching
this” Martyn said in headmaster mode: just for a second I was tempted to run.
The next thing to be unloaded is TDARS famous large capacity portable toilet facility with state of the
art operator determinable load size.

The mast for the nine element Tonna and HF Ants was
erected. This consists of five sections of swaged poles
mounted on a heavy duty drive over mast plate. Marque e
pegs were driven into the ground to hold the drive over plate
in place and the mast was guyed, though we could still turn it
360 degrees by loosening the guys. For HF we used a Comet
H‐422 rotatable dipole which covered most HF bands. The
club doublet was put up for the club net on Monday.
It was decided just to run one radio at a time, either two
metres side band or HF. For two metres SSB we used a Yaesu
FT857D with 50 watts, for HF a Yasesu FT 950, with 100 watts, an MD 100 desk microphone for each.
An auto tuner was used on HF though the antenna was ok on all but the top 100khz of 40 metres.

The Antennas Are Up - Let`s Go
Two Metre SSB
Everything setup we were ready to start GP3ZME/P. The first QSO was made at 14.30 GMT
19.08.2001 with G4CQM On 2 Metres in IO70st 201KM, followed by G6JVT in IO81na 177km and
G6JVT IO90st 217km. The level of Activity on Two metres SSB proved to be disappointing. Squares
worked IO70, IO74, IO81, IO81, IO82, IO83, IO90, IO91, IO92, IO93, JO01, IN78, IN87, IN89, IN96.
Best DX On Two Metres GD8EXI Richard at 538km, also worked on 23cm.
F6DKW in JN18CS at 360KM. G7DWY in IO93WB at 480KM.
G4KIY in IO92WN at 491km. GD8EXI in IO74PC at 538km.
A small lift into the UK mainland was noted and EA and PA Beacons heard, but no activity in that
direction.

HF SSB and CW
The First HF QSO was made at 15.21 GMT 19.08.2011 with G0RMN on 7117MHz SSB and the Last
QSO was with VE2C at 18.29 GMT 22.08.2012.
Conditions on HF were good to very good, though being on a semi‐rare DXCC adds at least 3 ‘S’
points to your signal. David was ‘twittering’ our operating frequency and a bit of self spotting on the
DX cluster helped. Our operating style differed from most expeditions : no 59 and off you go ‐ we
took our time and had a chat especially with UK and North American stations.
We worked 850 Stations in Total, Seventy Two different DXCC Countries with the best DX being:‐
HK3JJK Columbia, W0BNW Iowa USA, VE6GCE/M Alberta Canada, CU2AC Azores, VP8LP Bob
Falklands, SP1NDW/MM SW of Cape Verde Island, EA9IB Melilla, PY4ZUN 200km south of Rio, 9J2BO
Brian Lusaka Zambia, V51B Namibia, W7VVW Washington USA , N0AIE Nebraska USA, ZD7FT Saint
Helena Islands, TF3IG Iceland, JA5AQC Japan, W7WLL Oregon, CE3EEA Chile, CW5W Uruguay,
NZ7O Utah, YV5LI Venezuela, FM1HM Martinique, LU2DOJ Argentina, 9K2GV Kuwait, UA9OGF
Novosibirsk, BA4T China, 4X1SO Israel, 9H5QB Malta, UA9OBW Chita, HS0ZIN Thailand,VU2PAI
India, VK4BUI Noosa Australia, UN7MMM Kazakhstan, 4L4W Georgia. Plus forty five other Japanese
stations in the log.

Richard Working JA Pile Up

Camp Site View

My CW is just not up to this sort of operating, so we tended to operate for a few minutes before
the pile‐up became too big. Peter was a great help, his CW is very good but he won`t admit it.
FISTS CW Club Members worked OH7QR nr 8318, G4LHI nr 2219, W7VVW dean in Washington
State made my day, nr 3133.
Club Members worked M0RJS Bob, M0TOY Rob, M0FHM Don, 2E1HTU Ray, 2E0GIV Phil, M0KZB
Eric,

Conclusion
The mini expedition was great fun; the pile ups were amazing ‐ I won`t forget 2W0ZJA David calling
“Europe gentlemen please standby one moment please one moment; standby Europe just a couple
of calls that`s all CQ outside of Europe, this is GP3ZME/P GP3ZME/P CQ outside of Europe please,
and listening.” Answered by “IT9*** IT9**” David “Please gentlemen, the last time I looked at a
map,Italy was in Europe please one moment , standby CQ outside of Europe, this is GP3ZME/P
GP3ZME/P CQ outside of Europe please, and listening.” Answered by “IT9*** IT9***”.
A Thank you to Peter for helping out with the CW. Thanks to David for spotting the generator cap
had been moved to the travel position and would not run. Somebody could be up for an award this
year and Richards’s generators performance was outstanding, running for hours on end without a
glitch—thank you Richard. Thanks to everyone who went. I thoroughly enjoyed it and look forward
to the next one.

Strange Microwave Dark Art Stuff

HF Antenna

As a postscript to Paul’s excellent article, I have extracted a few notes from
my diary I kept during our visit to Guernsey .... (by Martyn ‘UKV)
Overnight travel there—keeping awake at 4 am when the SatNav directions were wrong;
Weymouth roads have been changed somewhat, now that the water‐based Olympic
events are taking place there next summer. Weymouth has had quite a face‐lift.
Petrol prices on Guernsey—Petrol £1.10, diesel £1.13 a litre.
Hardly any road signs on the island—the locals prefer it that way. Not sure why.
Guided in convoy thankfully to site by David GU8ITE from ferry terminal.
Peter M1FGN joined us at 4:15 am on Saturday morning. Pete caught the later ferry,
and so without his own transport, relied on a local bus and help from the local Police to
find us. Wish the Guernsey fuzz had quieter vehicles at this time of night.
Stuffed about 80 watts of 2 metre RF up the 3400 MHz transverter—they don’t like it
up ‘em. End of 3.4GHz operation for the rest of the stay. (fixed now, however).
Some switch mode PSUs don’t like portable generators. Said goodbye to 24 volt SMPSU
as soon as it was plugged in. RIP. Back to 12 volt battery supply.
Imperial Hotel—helpful manager, excellent meals, excellent beer and surprisingly good
price for Dave ‘VZT to have B&B there, following unscheduled hospital visit.
Thank heavens for island Tetra engineering manager (Gavin) who lent us a local dongle
for Internet access, after our own ran out of roaming credit much too soon. Essential kit.
Gorgeous local grapes and much other practical help from our friendly local radio ham
Mike Corbin ex‐GU8IRF. Also thanks to David Henry GU0HRY, whom we hope is feeling
better and assisted us in finding the site in the first place. Also landowners Mo and
Geoff. Enjoyed meeting several Guernsey radio amateurs who called by.
Good weather overall—although dull, wet/misty and cool on the Tuesday (23 August).
High demand for QSOs on all microwave bands. Mike ‘NKC had to be almost dragged
away by Kim and Lucy to go back to their hired cottage late on Monday evening.
A great team (again) ‐ including Jim ‘UGL, Richard ‘RKH, Mike ‘NKC, Paul ‘PNN, Dai
2W0ZJA, Peter ‘ZSU, Dave ‘VZT, Peter ‘FGN and myself (Martyn ‘UKV).

Telford & DARS Mini-Expedition to Guernsey: The Microwaves
This is an article published in the September edition of “Scatterpoint” - the online
magazine of the UK Microwaves Group.—Martyn G3UKV
The Telford & DARS Group had their planned miniexpedition to Guernsey, under the club call of
GP3ZME/P. The clash with RAL was unfortunate,
but certainly not fatal, as results prove. A 24GHz
whitewash was saved by Ralph F9ZG/P in IN98JW,
who moved his gear a short way to give us a 112Km
path from IN89RK on that band. We had hoped a
move south (from Shropshire) would result in some
effort by UK microwavers to have a trans-channel
QSO on 24GHz - but nothing came of this. Where
has the spirit of adventure and enterprise gone ?

Jim G8UGL surveys his 10 GHz gear for signals

Anyway - enough of the negative side. Here's a breakdown of what we achieved. The gear
was 10W and 23 ele on 23cm (barefoot IC910), 20W and dual band horn feeding a 90cm
dish on 13cm, same horn/dish for 9cm with 15W; another 90cm dish and horn for 6cm with
15W, third 60cm dish with sub reflector and 4.5W on 3cm; fourth 70cm dish and 0.5W, also
with curved sub-reflector feed for 12mm band.
The microwavers included Jim G8UGL, Martyn G3UKV, Dave G8VZT, Richard M1RKH, Mike
G4NKC (+ family members Kim and Lucy). Other ops on site included Paul M0PNN, Dai
2W0ZJA, Peter 2E0ZSU, Peter M1FGN who had a ball on the DC bands with about 850
QSOs total !
We set up on Friday 19th August on a
Antennas L to R: 2m, 2.3/3.4GHz, 23cm 5.7G, 24GHz, 10 GHz
favourite Guernsey site ("Le Coudre") at
In the tent– G3UKV & G4NKC
IN89QK in the SW of the island, with a
superb take-off to most of England and
Wales. Gently rising ground from about
35deg azimuth clockwise added some
semi-local attenuation. At 18:00 we had
our first uWave QSO on 10GHz with John
G4EAT (JO01HR) at 343Km, then Ralph
G4ALY joined in with easy QSOs on 3, 9,
23 and 6cm respectively (162 Km). The
following day, Saturday, we had QSOs on
3cm with Claude F9OE (196Km) and
Brian G4NNS (214Km). 6cm included
F9OE again, David/Peter M0GHZ /
2E0NEY (224Km) and G4NNS. On 23cm
we worked F9OE, G4KIY, GD8EXI (538
Km), M0GHZ, 2E0NEY, Roger G4BEL. Saturday was also memorable as the day I stuffed 80
watts 2m TX up the 9cm transverter IF output. Oh dear .......no more 9cm this trip.
Sunday was contest day, of course, for 5.7/10/24 GHz. We decided that as the French contest lasted only until 13:00 (local), we would find a better site at the SE tip of the island known
as Jerbourg (IN89RK) and operate from there in the morning. Superb site for all parts of
France, and they sensibly use 2m talk-back (144.390 MHz) which makes life far easier whilst
out portable, although KST was reliable from both sites using a Guernsey SIM dongle lent to
us by a local Tetra engineer Gavin. (The T-mobile £5 a week roaming package lasted just
one day for some inexplicable reason, with no easy way to add credit - Guernsey does not
count as UK !).

All bands (nearly) from 3.6MHz to 24048 MHz.
From this site on 3cm we worked F6APE
This
is GP3ZME/P August 2011.
(IO97QI), F6DKW (JN18CS, 354 Km), F1TBP
(IN97GH) and Ralph F9ZG/P (IN98JW) on both
10 and 24 GHz. (bless him !).
Then back to base after lunch-on-the-move to
IN89QK again, with all bands available.
We had a total of 17 QSOs on 10GHz and 7 on
5.7 GHz during the Cumulatives, plus the 1
QSO on 24GHz. New callsigns (not worked
prior to the contest) included G8CUB/P
(IO91GN), G3FYX (IO81RM), M0EMM/P
(IO82QJ), G4PBP (IO82WO), G4CBW
(IO83UB - 404 Km), G0JMI/P (IO90KX), G4ZXO/P and G4WYJ/P (IO90WV), G0OLX/P
(JO01BB)G6MXL/P (IO80WP).
After the Cumulatives, we went on to work G8OFA (IO91CB, 23cm), F6DWG/P (JN19AJ,
6cm), G4EAT (JO01HR), F5PEJ ((JN19BQ) and our Best DX of the trip with Peter G3LRP
(Wakefield, IO93HO, 472 Km) on both 6 and 3cm. A test on 13cm surprisingly was a no-go.

On Monday and Tuesday, we had many more QSOs on 3, 6, 13 and 23cm. New call signs in
the log included G3XDY (JO02OB) on 3/6/13 and 23cm, F1PYR/P and F1DBE/P ( both
JN19BC) on 13/6/3 cm, G4CBW 13/23 cm, G4BRK (IO91HP) on 6/13 and 23cm, ON4IY
(JO20HT) 23cm.
Finally during the UKAC 13cm-and-up event on Tuesday, new contacts included G8OHM
(IO92AJ) 13cm, M0GHZ (IO81VK) on 6 & 13cm and G8GTZ (IO91KH) on 3cm.
So that totalled 75 microwave QSOs, with 12 on 23cm, 12 on 13cm, 1 on 9cm, 20 on 6cm, 29
on 3cm and just one on 24 GHz.
As I had set out with the aim to have at least 30 QSOs on microwave, I would call that a most
successful outing.
A few other observations. The sea-path propagation to Bell Hill beacons (GB3SC.. in IO80UU)
on all bands was quite strange. We could hear the beacons on all bands (except 24G), and
like our last visit in 1994 (when we only had 3cm + VHF/UHF), it generally built up each day
from S2-3 to S9+ in the afternoons/evenings until some time after sunset, when it generally
dropped in strength. However, on the very misty day ( Tuesday Aug 23), all signals (3/6/13
cm) were minimal, and disappeared altogether on 10 GHz until the evening. Our site was
100+ MASL, so not straightforward surface sea-path ducting. We thought we might have a RX
fault at one stage! The Cornish GB3MCB on 3cm followed a similar pattern, but did not totally
vanish at any stage. Martlesham beacons (JO02PB 401 Km) were heard consistently a few
dB above the noise on 13 and 23cm, but not the higher bands. Our own GB3ZME beacons
(IO82RP, 360Km) on 6 and 9cm were S1-4 at various times of the day/night every day, which
was very pleasing, and quite a surprise !
PROOF !

The effort and cost of the trip (£1000 ++ overall
shared) was thoroughly worthwhile from all of our
group members' points of view, and I hope we gave
many stations their first Guernsey QSO on one or
more of the microwave bands. Our thanks especially
to Dave Eaton GU8ITE, Mike Corbin (ex-GU8IRF),
Gavin (Tetra Engineer) and Dave Henry GU0HRY
for their assistance obtaining the site and supporting
us in many ways.
We suspect there are a few 'firsts' in the results listed above, but we haven't yet had time to
fully analyse the results. Any claims, anyone ??
#=#=#=#=#=#=#=#=#=#=#=#=#=#

73 Mike G3JKX
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

Roger G4ROJ flies his
“Aerostat” at the Telford
HamFest. (Sept. 4th)

Extract from articles about the Russian Vostok 1
mission in the early 1960s.—by Peter M1FGN.
‘The First Human to orbit the Earth’

Vital work by Tim and Rebecca Cappleman
refreshing the HamFest Traders before
opening time. Sept. 4th.

M0RJS

G4EIX

HamFest note: Dave Wilson, President of RSGB, presented the G5RV award to Paul Robinson 2E1EUB for
his work in promoting Space Communications. He was
nominated by AMSAT UK. Well kept secret !
Thanks to Paul M0PNN, Bob M0RJS, Richard
M1RKH, Peter M1FGN, Ricky M0RKY, Martyn
2E0CTG, Simon 2E0CHV, David M0YDH and
Mike G3JKX for Newsletter input this time.

G3UKV
..... Still film of the movie filmer .....
The table covered with objects that glow in
the dark .... VALVES !

